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ave you ever wondered how your analog TV ever
figured out what you were watching? Was it
based on those surveys posted by companies
such as Nielsen1, to be filled out over the course of a
week, then extrapolating their findings to the entire
country, or was it magic?

presentation. We are accustomed to the fact that the
majority of advertising we experience on a daily basis we
find personally irrelevant. In fact, for internet-based
advertising this conventional 3wisdom is not entirely true.
Google’s pay-per-click (PPC)
ads have had tremendous
success over the years4. More specifically, advertisers
using this service have a direct ability to measure their
success - something which is very hard to do in print
advertising. The point is that this sea-change in the
observation and analysis of consumer behavior is not
entirely a threat - which is often our reaction to change but rather an opportunity for consumers to discover
products they would not easily find on their own…or for
that matter, even consider looking for it.
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How subscribers view advertising in the context of
internet video is a solid step in understanding
their
motivations. A user study by Ericsson6 shows the
overwhelming value of receiving recommendations from
friends and family in suggesting new content. This is
followed by suggestions from a recommendation engine
which has been correlated with past purchasing and
viewing behavior. It’s also worth noting how subscribers
also value social media in their purchasing preferences.
Surprisingly
the
study
shows
that
expert
recommendations are the least trusted source. What if
advertising could be valued in the same light as personal
recommendations?
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Figure i – A Broadcast Audience vs. Online Video
Audience
However they did it, it’s clear that the Internet has
changed the way in which content owners and marketers
observe and measure consumer behavior. The one-toone link between the online provider and the subscriber
has a new sense of intimacy, whether we like it or not.
Some consider this direct communication to be a threat to
privacy; others believe it is an untapped opportunity.
Either way marketers are scrambling to take advantage
of this new treasure trove of information, consolidate it,
make reasonable sense of it, and then sell it for a lot of
money. The better they understand our consumer
behavior, at an individual level, the more they can satisfy
advertisers and sponsors. This will lead to more
personalized
advertising,
and
customized
recommendations, which will in turn lead to happier
advertisers and more money for better content. It’s a
virtuous circle waiting to happen.
Consider the notion that maybe our frustrations with
advertising have been due to the generalized nature of its

Print ads establish a sense of relevance by placing their
ads in physical places where the most eyes will see it, in
publications with a specific
demographic, and next to
articles of related interest7. Ads of this type traditionally
measure their success based on total impressions;
whether or not they were “seen” by the target audience.
But relevancy reaches a new level when implemented
online. This happens not only by correlating a web page
with the interests of the web surfer, but also mapping the
user’s demographics and past behavior to the
advertisement
itself.
For
example
consider
advertisements related to pregnancy: A web site
promoting folic acid, may determine that the user is a
woman, below the age of 30 years. This may suggest
that the user is already pregnant, or not yet, but is in the
family planning stage. So a banner ad offering pregnancy
related products could be displayed. But what if the user
is a man above the age of 60, and searching for folic
acid? In this case advertisements related to products
which prevent heart disease may be chosen instead.
Further refinements in the advertisement could be made
if additional demographic and past behavioral information
became available.
Mining demographic data against a database of products
is complex combination of art and science. At the
moment, there is no magic formula. It’s a challenge that
marketing organizations are trying to solve, in order to
uncover hidden opportunities.
Ultimately the choice of print vs. online advertisement
spending depends largely on the target demographic. If

the target
audience is an owner of a
Rolex8, runs their own business, but
doesn’t own a 9 computer, then
advertising in Forbes
magazine may be
more appropriate1011
. Likewise, targeting
the 20-something
generation, may
require focusing on Twitter, Facebook,
and YouTube banner placements.
With the global nature of the internet,
ensuring that online advertising is
relevant requires tracking of several
metrics. A web surfer from the Czech
Republic browsing CNBC in the US
‘may’
be
served
advertisements
Figure ii – Most Useful Recommendations for Internet Video Services
relevant
to
their
location
and
demographic. The following approach
is based 13
on the 3MS Initiative12 and
comScore reports that 55% of ads in the EU were
comScore :
served against inappropriate brand content. A small
14
 Is the advertisement in view on the target device?
fraction of served ads even involve fraud.
According to comScore, an average
of
37%
of
ads
are
Ultimately the main question that needs to be answered
not in-view in the European Union15 (EU). The
is, “Do my ads reach the correct audience?” Optimizing
location of the ad should be relevant to the target
these three metrics
ensures maximum return on
user. For example a banner at the top of a webpage
investment (ROI)16 for advertising spend. Measuring this
maybe overlooked by a user which is focused on
ROI is essential to justifying future advertising spending.
scrolling to the article lower down on the webpage.
In the print world the cost of an ad is measured
by the
cost per thousand impressions (CPM17). National
magazines may charge an average of $6 CPM, whereby
TV placements18would range between $10 and $35 for a
popular sitcom . The ultimate success of advertising is
measured by subsequent revenue that is generated. But
in some cases it is hard to map ROI success of an
advertising campaign when other marketing & sales
activities are also contributing to the bottom line.

Figure iv – Weekly Viewing times for Video

Figure iii - Productive Online Advertisement Spending
 Is the ad shown in the correct geography (aka. geolocation)? According to comScore, up to 7% of
advertisements are served outside of their target
geography. Half of these were served in the wrong
language. On an international scale, relevancy is not
only required on a geographic level, but also required
for cultural and language significance.
 Were the ads served with the target brands?

Conversely it is much easier to manage the ROI of
Internet advertising since the entire workflow of prospect
to client can be closely tracked. All of this activity can
even be measured and analyzed in real-time. Online
advertising costs are typically cheaper as well, whether it
is production costs of a short-form video, or the desk top
publishing costs of a small banner ad. Some companies
even save costs by repurposing their print ads and
broadcast TV commercials for subsequent internet
usage.
The success of online advertising can be dynamically
improved with appropriate statistics and data analytics.
Armed with this information, a brand administrator can
pull content which isn’t performing, and explore why
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others are successful. Relevant questions that should be
answered by an online video reporting engine include:
 Is my content any good? Is it engaging my viewers?
 When, where, and what content has been watched?
 How is the content being consumed, and on which
devices?
 Which content is selling the most or the least, and
why?
The overall health of the global advertising industry has
been analyzed by companies like ZenithOptimedia19.
From their study Internet based advertising is the only
medium showing consistent double digit growth over the
past six years (the growth in 2012 was 15%). Internet
advertising actually surpasses all other advertising types
in overall expenditure, except for television, which
continues to grow at a healthy 5% per annum. At these
current rates Internet advertising will exceed TV ad
spending within the next 10 years. Interestingly, this
coincides with a related study showing that consumers
will be watching more online
content compared to live
broadcast within this decade20.
Targeting consumer advertising at a personal level will be
a great opportunity if it’s done with privacy, ethics, and
human decency in mind. At least that is our wish. Privacy
issues aside, maybe one day our viewers will be pleased
to see advertisements that know them well enough that
they offer precise suggestions on related interests guiding them to new products or services that21 they would
otherwise not have noticed. Minority Report may have
depicted such a utopian advertising future as over-thetop. But if subtle enough, it may be enjoyable to buy
something on the back of a personalized ad. Consumers
would certainly find a new appreciation for advertising if it
saved them days of researching the purchase
themselves. Imagine that users would trust advertising
suggestions so well, that they would regard them as
highly as recommendations from friends or family. Maybe
that’s how advertising is supposed to work?
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